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STUDY SHEET

Name: _____________________________________

Grade: ________ Teacher: _____________________

Class Day & Period: ___________________________

1. You will need to list the eight “being verbs.”

 am is are was were be being been

2. You will need to find a “that clause” in a sentence. 
A “that clause” begins with the word “that” and includes all its modifiers (the descriptive words) 
that go with it.

  Example: The farmer that owns the massive, yellow tractor needs to take a break.

3. You will need to remember that a sentence’s main verb and subject are never found within the 
“that clause.”

   S V
 Example: The farmer that owns the massive, yellow tractor needs to take a break.

4. You will need to know that if a verb is NOT found outside the “that clause,” the group of words 
is a fragment rather than a sentence.

  Fragment: The farmer that owns a massive, yellow tractor 

  Sentence: The farmer that owns a massive, yellow tractor needs to take a break.

Please turn the page over. ➩

My student has studied all of the components on this study sheet and is 
ready for the promotion test.

Please Note: This study sheet must be returned with a parent signature by 
the day of the test; otherwise, the test will need to be rescheduled.

For more information on our Motivation System, please visit our website, www.beyondacademicsinc.com

  ________________________________
    Parent Signature

 It’s getting close to the time that you will take your promotion test, you lucky kid, 
you. In all seriousness—you actually are fortunate. You’re learning valuable facts, gaining 
proficiency at implementing writing techniques, and you have us to support your 
efforts—you are a lucky kid, you.

 Strive to take the test before you reach the end of your current promotion page. To do 
so, your parent must schedule a time with the front office. You may take the test before 
your class meets, after your class has ended, or even on a day that you do not have class.

 When your teacher stamps the test with her/his approval, you will become a Cosmic 
Commander and will be eligible for your prize. Plus, your name will be added to the 
ceremony list. Good Studying!



5. You will need to draw a dividing line between a sentence’s complete subject and its predicate. 
You will then label the main verb with a V and the subject with an S.

   S V 
 Example: The puppy that has black spots / howls for its supper.

6. You will need to know the Agreement Rule: 

When the subject is singular, the verb has an S.
  S V

Example: The toy truck that has massive wheels (need, needs) a new paint job.

7. You will need to know whether a group of words forms a sentence or whether it forms a 
fragment.

 Examples: 

 Fragment:  The doctor that has a sharp needle in his hand

  There is no predicate after the “that clause.”

Sentence:  The students that write many different types of sentences have interesting 
paragraphs.

8. You will need to list four subordinating conjunctions.

 when      while      before      as      after      until      since     
because      if      although      whereas      even though      while

9. You must write complex sentences.

10. You will need to write a paragraph based on a supplied outline.
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